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Overcoming
Roadblocks to
Managing by equity can maximize opportunities for growth.
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ization process came in.

“In the steak sauce example,” says

was rated the highest. The con-

Sainsbury,“we found that it wasn’t

sumers’ relationship with that brand

about the taste of the product. It was

clearly superseded the actual product

about showing discrimination.” The
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an icon of good taste. By using it, you

“To understand how strong the

were elevating the experience. It was-

brand equity was, we asked a third

n’t about making the meat taste good;

it was about being a connoisseur of
distinction in the enjoyment of meat.
The leading sauce was a badge of
credibility to that claim.
“If the leading steak sauce company
had been my client,” Sainsbury went
on,“I would have discussed managing
the equity by verifying culinary discrimination with meats, exploring
additional ways—other sauces, seasonings, and grilling products—that
the product’s name could be used to
give consumers that same feeling.
Managing by equity almost always
leads to a fundamental change in
how a business is looked at, opening
the door to substantial growth.
Sainsbury and Robinson have used
managing by equity to bring significant change to companies in the
food, hospitality, quickservice-dining, apparel
and accessory, fitness,
education, and largeformat retail industries.
They’ve learned that
whenever consumers
have an opportunity to
form a relationship with
a business or service,
they will—as long as

Whenever consumers
have an opportunity
to form a relationship
with a business, they
will—as long as the
relationship is a twoway street.

the relationship is a
two-way street. If consumers sense
you’re not fully participating in the
relationship and keeping their best
interests at heart, the next competitor
in line starts to look a whole lot better to them. Sainsbury points out
that companies need to understand
their brand relationships through
their consumers’ eyes and manage
accordingly.
Robinson adds: “Executives clearly
understand that stock prices are the
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A Background in Brands
Beacon Associates and the Robinson Research Group

ration of America’s research department. When

bring extensive experience in market research and de-

MCA was sold, he launched the Robinson Research

velopment to the effort.

Group, where he pioneered and developed the equity
discovery process that has been implemented for over

Before cofounding Beacon Associates in 1981, Scott
Sainsbury worked in Frito-Lay’s marketing depart-

two hundred major trademarks in the United States

ment, developing and managing new and existing

and overseas.
COUR TESY OF SCOT T SAINSBURY

Recently Robinson and Sainsbury have been working with Cornell and the Johnson School on branding
concepts and techniques.
For more information, contact Scott Sainsbury
(802 496-9393), Pat Cox (802 496-9393), or Paul
Robinson (203 459-2451).
COUR TESY OF PAUL ROBINSON

Scott Sainsbury ’77, Beacon Associates

brands. At Beacon he and his team have provided research and development support to many Fortune 500
companies, as well as medium- and small-sized companies in over thirty industries.
Paul Robinson, who worked in marketing research
at Ralston Purina, was president of Marketing Corpo-

Paul Robinson, Robinson Research Group
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place on everything the company has
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of those programs on the brand’s

and does that ‘touches’ them.

ings and enter new markets with

equity. It represents a new archetype

greater success. And it can take some

for achieving success: managing

risks without getting penalized.”

by equity.

“Stock prices can grant a company—or deprive it of—financial
capital to become more successful.

It clearly behooves companies to
understand, develop, and leverage
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